
From: 
To: 
CC: 

Sent: 5/27/2021 5:31:08 PM 
Subject: RE: 35217268 - 08W- EEl - Bucks Creek 1101 - TIER 3 

*****CAUTION: This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source. Think before clicking links or 
lchments.***** 

Hello 

Please reference the information below, have attached the original email for more context. 

Segment 1: High level 30% drawing submitted 5/13/21 
Issue: Steel pole at location 2 
Action: Currently interesting a pole and slacking to in essence cut from distribution scope. Believe we 

are pending calcs from PG&E engineering department to confirm loading on the steel pole. 

Segment 2: (Refer to attached document for additional info) 
Issues: 

1. (4) OH transformers on pole removals which appears to service the railroad 
a. 2 suggest to remain OH, 1 to convert to UG, 1 with no suggestion. 
b. OH span across bridge - current solution will involve an ©G pole within 50’ of highway 

Additional note: The road is narrow such that guying becomes an issue as well. As for an UG run to a service, 
we’re talking about installing an UG run up that steep incline we saw. The scope treats the ©H-UG poles along 
the highway as non-issues. 

Segment 3: Similar issues to segment 2, with addition of the river. 
Issues: 

1. The services located across highway 70 - Due to the highway being scenic, installing OH conductor or 
guys in our design is unlikely going to be a viable solution. There is no solution that is within scope of this 
project at this moment. I believe this is the biggest issue for section 3. 

2. A few contacts required: Tunnel Services (~~, Dam with its metal structure that is attached to our 
primary, ~ weather station 

3. Assigned ADE for DSDD procedures 

High level documents can be created with these pending issues, but would appreciate some direction before 
scope is acted upon. 

Thank You, 

From 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:17 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

)8W- EEl - Bucks Creek 1101 - TIER 3 

PG E-D IXl E-N D CAL-000007553 



I am getting up to speed on ~ projects. What is your ETA of review and approval of these drawings? 

Team, are there any outstanding action items that need attention for this project or any of the Bucks Creek 1101 
CB projects? 

Thanks, 

Sen 

Subject: RE: 35217268- 08W- EEl - Bucks Creek 1101 - TIER 3 

EEl Team, 

Please includ~on all future correspondences, as she has taken the role of PM on all three 
Bucks Creek projects. 

Respectfully, 

Electric Company 

Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 9:25 AM 
To: 

Subject: 35217268- 08W- EEl - Bucks Creek 1101 - TIER 3 

PM 35217268 has been submitted for PG&E review. Below is a link to the Sharepoint directory for this job for 
your convenience. Submitted on behalf of~ 

https://p.qe.sharep~int.c~m/:f:/s/C~ntractEstimatin.qTeam/EhBV~T8qa-~FiceqR~9WJ88Bk5qi9X- 
VPOelwqS1 sYR,qVA?e=I4WcCo 

PGE-DIXIE-NDCAL-000007554 



Thank time 

PG E-DIXI E-N DCAL-000007555 


